Efficient Prophy Appointments
ACCLEAN Disposible Prophy Angles—part of the Clean & Polish Stage—have quickly become a staple of Vega’s everyday hygiene arsenal. “I love using ACCLEAN prophy angles because they’re lighter than other angles I’ve tried but work just as well,” he explained, adding that their contour enables access to all crevices of the oral cavity.

The perfect companion for superior cleaning and polishing, ACCLEAN Prophy Paste is available in many great-tasting flavors to satisfy both adult and pediatric patient’s palates. Vega uses both medium and fine grits of the splatter-free paste. “Whenever I ask my patients, they always tell me it feels and tastes refreshing,” Vega affirmed. “So, I like that ACCLEAN delivers that freshness and mouthfeel, all while keeping teeth nicely polished.”

Promoting & Sustaining Oral Health
To help his patients prevent tooth decay and sustain oral hygiene, Vega uses ACCLEAN 5% Sodium Fluoride Varnish Brush & Tray System. Part of ACCLEAN’s Treat & Protect Stage, the translucent varnish sets on contact with saliva and dries to a translucent film where it mineralizes on the tooth’s surface. Vega also gets features that improve ease, efficiency, and comfort in every procedure.

Keeping Patients Healthy at Home
ACCLEAN offers a wide spectrum of preventive solutions to keep patients healthy between appointments, with products for brushing, flossing, whitening, and more. A key player in the Home Care stage is the full line of premium-performance toothbrushes. Vega has found a particular favorite in the ACCLEAN Single-Use Toothbrushes, which come individually wrapped and preloaded with paste. These, he said, are perfect tools for oral health instruction (OHI).

“ASs of patients who struggle with symptoms of gingivitis, Vega will also employ ACCLEAN’s Prophy Paste to deliver a better hygiene experience for you and your patients. Thanks to dual-frequency 5k/30k technology, this scaler automatically recognizes inserts and seamlessly integrates with existing equipment. With auto gain control technology, handle-free boost mode, and crux-control, you also get features that improve wass, efficiency, and comfort in every procedure.

An excellent pairing with ACCLEAN Disposible Prophy Angles, the ACCLEAN Hygiene Handpiece is a handpiece offers premium performance and a durable design. This handpiece’s autoclavable, stainless-steel construction ensures longevity, while excellent torque guarantees responsive, smooth operation across all speeds. The ACCLEAN Hygiene Handpiece is a compact, lightweight, and easy to maintain.

To help some of his patients who struggle with symptoms of gingivitis, Vega will also employ ACCLEAN Chlorhexidine Gluconate 0.12% Oral Rinse. The mini-flavored oral rinse helps reduce tissue inflammation, bleeding, and plaque accumu- lation.

Value for the Entire Practice
Every practice and patient deserve great preventive care products, and with ACCLEAN, Vega has found that everyone wins. “ACCLEAN products provide a great way for me to fulfill patient care and education needs while being mindful of the costs of treatment,” he added. “I’ve had no issues necessary to keep the dental office alive and well!” he explained. "ACCLEAN delivers the quality I’d expect from any of the top brands, so my patients are comfortable, the practice saves, and I’m very happy."